
NASA Routine Payload Checklist (1 of 2) 
PROJECT NAME: GRAIL DATE OF LAUNCH: September 2011 
PROJECT CONTACT: Hoppy Price PHONE NUMBER: 818-354-6524 MAILSTOP: 264-860 
PROJECT START DATE: 1/2/08 PROJECT LOCATION: JPL 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Two orbiters will fly in formation in low lunar circular orbit and use orbiter to orbiter radiometric ranging 
to measure the gravity field of the Moon. 

A. SAMPLE RETURN: YES NO

 1. Would the candidate mission return a sample from an extraterrestrial body?  X 
B. RADIOACTIVE SOURCES: YES NO

 1. Would the candidate spacecraft carry radioactive materials?  X 
 2. If Yes, would the amount of radioactive sources require launch approval at the NASA 

Associate Administrator level or higher according to NPG 8715.3 (NASA Safety 
Manual)? 

  

 Provide a copy of the Radioactive Materials Report as per NPG 8715.3 Section 5.8.3.   
C. LAUNCH AND LAUNCH VEHICLES: YES NO

 1. Would the candidate spacecraft be launched using a launch vehicle/launch complex 
combination other than those indicated in Table 1 below? 

 X 

 2. Would the proposed mission cause the annual launch rate for a particular launch vehicle 
to exceed the launch rate approved or permitted for the affected launch site? 

 X 

Comments: 
D. FACILITIES: YES NO

 1. Would the candidate mission require the construction of any new facilities or substantial 
modification of existing facilities? 

 X 

 2. If Yes, has the facility to be modified been listed as eligible or listed as historically 
significant? 

  

Provide a brief description of the construction or modification required: 
 
E. HEALTH AND SAFETY: YES NO

 1. Would the candidate spacecraft utilize any hazardous propellants, batteries, ordnance, 
radio frequency transmitter power, or other subsystem components in quantities or levels 
exceeding the Envelope Payload characteristics (EPCs) in Table 2 below? 

 X 

 2. Would the candidate spacecraft utilize any potentially hazardous material as part of a flight 
system whose type or amount precludes acquisition of the necessary permits prior to its use 
or is not included within the definition of the Envelope Payload (EP)? 

 X 

 3. Would the candidate mission release material other than propulsion system exhaust or inert 
gases into the Earth’s atmosphere or space?  X 

 4. Would launch of the candidate spacecraft suggest the potential for any substantial impact 
on public health and safety?  X 

 5. Would the candidate spacecraft utilize a laser system that does not meet the requirements 
for safe operation (ANSI Z136.1-2000 and ANSI Z136.6-2000)?  For Class III-B and IV laser 
operations, provide a copy of the hazard evaluation and written safety precautions (NPG 
8715.3). 

 X 

 6. Would the candidate spacecraft contain pathogenic microorganisms (including bacteria, 
protozoa, and viruses) which can produce disease or toxins hazardous to human health?  X 

Comments:  
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NASA Routine Payload Checklist (2 of 2) 
PROJECT NAME: GRAIL DATE OF LAUNCH: September 2011 
PROJECT CONTACT: Hoppy Price PHONE NUMBER: 818-354-6524 MAILSTOP: 264-860 
PROJECT START DATE: 1/2/08 PROJECT LOCATION: JPL 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Two orbiters will fly in formation in low lunar circular orbit and use orbiter to orbiter radiometric ranging to 

measure the gravity field of the Moon. 
F. OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: YES NO

 1. Would the candidate spacecraft have the potential for substantial effects on the environment 
outside the United States?  X 

 2. Would launch and operation of the candidate spacecraft have the potential to create 
substantial public controversy related to environmental issues?  X 

Comments: 
 
 

 

Table 1: Launch Vehicles and Launch Pads 

Launch Vehicle Eastern Range 
(CCAFS Launch Complexes) 

Western Range 
(VAFB Space Launch Complexes) 

Atlas IIA & AS LC-36  SLC-3 
Atlas IIIA & B LC-36  SLC-3 
Atlas V Family LC-41  SLC-3 
Delta II Family LC-17  SLC-2 
Delta III  LC-17  N/A 
Delta IV Family  LC-37  SLC-6 
Athena I & II LC-46  or -20 California Spaceport 
Taurus LC-46  0r -20 SLC-576E 
Titan II  N/A SLC-4W 
Pegasus XL CCAFS skidstrip  

KSC SLF  
VAFB airfield 

 
 

Table 2:  Summary of Envelope Spacecraft Subsystems and Envelope Payload 
Characteristics (EPC) 

Structure Unlimited: aluminum, magnesium, carbon resin composites, and titanium  
Limited: beryllium [50 kg (110 lb)]  

Propulsion Mono- and bipropellant fuel; 1000 kg (2200 lb) (hydrazine); 
                                              1000 kg (2200 lb) (monomethyhydrazine) 
Bipropellant oxidizer; 1200 kg (2640 lb) (nitrogen tetroxide) 
Ion-electric fuel; 500 kg (1100 lb)  (Xenon) 
SRM; 600 kg (1320 lb) (AP)-based solid propellant  

Communications Various 10-100 W (RF) transmitters  

Power Solar cells; 150 A-Hr (Ni-H2) battery; 300 A-Hr (LiSOC) battery;  
150 A-Hr (NiCd) battery 

Science instruments 10 kW  radar 
ANSI safe lasers (Section 4.1.2.1.3) 

Other  Class C EEDs for mechanical systems deployment 
Radioisotopes limited to quantities that are approved for launch by NASA Nuclear 

Flight Safety Assurance Manager 
Propulsion system exhaust and inert gas venting 

 


